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It is important to remember that water will find it’s way naturally. This
is a physical law that we cannot change. A frameless shower cubicle
has a minimalistic design, and this means that the small nature of the
base profile or threshold trim, unlike a conventional framed shower
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Information:
Door opening:59cm
Height: 195cm
Min/Max adjustment: 117 - 88.5cm
8mm Safety glass
Chrome on brass handles/rise & fall hinges

Phoenix provide, as standard, a surface protection for
all our shower enclosures clearly marked with the logo
called Phoenix Easy-Clean. This is an invisible coating
applied during the manufacturing process that helps
ensure your shower maintains a ‘new’ look for as long
as possible, by providing a barrier against the surface
deposits that can dull the surface of your shower door.
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Guarantee/Aftercare: During installation extra care must be taken to avoid damaging the fittings. We provide a guarantee against faulty
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and good plumbing practice. physical law that we cannot change. Our frameless bath screens are
designed as a deflector for water to try and reduce the chance of water
escaping from the showering area over a bath during normal showering
conditions.
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A frameless bath screen has a hinged mechanism, and a seal that sits
directly on the rim of the bath. When water is allowed to infiltrate or is
directly aimed at the hinge and seal, there is a possibility that water will
pass through this area and escape from the showering area of the bath.
The chance of water escaping, under normal showering conditions, is
reduced due to the majority of the water hitting the person showering and
only spray and splashes of water actually hit the screen itself. This does
not render the item faulty, but is a characteristic of this nature of product.
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